
Draft Statement on Vfork in the Stalinist Arena

The major "break" in the Stalinist world brought into being by the
20th Party Congress of the Hussion GP creates certain new opportunities for
the Young Socialist League to enter into political dialogue wwith some elem-
ents among the Stalinist and Stalinoid youth and young adults, -while at the some

time making it necessary to combat oertain illusions among others concerning
the basic nature of the Stol inist regime a d the Stalinist parties*

To underestimate the deepness of the political and organizational crisis

that now confronts the Stal nist movement in this country, would be to fail
to seize the best opportunity in many years to make political inroads on the
C.P. and the LYI*. Partially, of course, the "newness" of this situation is

due to our increased consciousness of the possibilities of working effectively
among Stalinist youth. Yet, the crisis within the C.P. and fcyl is a real one

and calls for the development of tactics and techniques suitable for the sit-
uation.

The basic line of the Y SI* toward the Stalinist Youth Group was enunciated
in paragraphs 12 through 15 inolusive, of the September 1955 convention document
"Tasks and Orientation of the YJSL". The National Executive Committee reaffirms
the decision of the convention as being the foundation for our work in the
current situation*

Howeve , given this foundation, we must examine what is new about the

LYL. It must be understood that the center of political controversy in the

Stalinist movement will be in the Comnujniat Partyi its effect on the LYL will
be primarily organizational, even though the politloal questions w ill be raised
within the ranks of the LYL* Here it must be pointed out that the LYL leader-
ship even more successfully than the OB leadership, has been able to guide all
discussion in the LYL around the question of whether or not the LYL " is the
best kind of organization" for American youth work today. The studied un-
political nature of the LYL makes this kind of ruse highly suooessful. It is

our task to point up the ^^ijf/0/ falaolous nature of this qj estion, and to
confront the Sta inist Youth with a revolutionary Socialist alternative and
critique of Stalinism.

Specifically, the kind of proposals made for the "possible" revamping of
the LYL are theses, (l) The LTCL should no longer be oonoeived as a "Marxist"-,

l*e»# "seotarian" group beoa se it has no relevance in American Youth Lifej

(2) a broader, "youth front" tvpe of group should be formed with "all kinds" of
points of view represented* (3) that the LYLa although continuing to exist as

a nualeus, will do little as a public organisation and the members will have

as their chief task, to operate in other, eg., Young Democrats, SDA, eto. t arenas.

Obviously all of these, or combinations thereof* are real possibilities for
the new form which the Stalinist leaders are casting about for. In any case*
the practical activity of the Stalinists in the last 3 years has been along
the above lines. The suoess of the L1& in turning itself into a "broader", non-
Marxist" group, is, of course, problematical. Y©t# it must be recognized that
this is in fact the tendency already today. The Stalinist movement in the
current period is add will continue to intensify its line of the past few
years which leads it to support the Democratic Party add in particular the

Stevenson w ngj and sending its members into the Democratic Party en d liv-
eral organizations.

There is a futher possibility which must be raetnioned*
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be oarefnlly nurtured, and extreme patience be utilized in dealing -with them*.

Contact work -with them should not be left to chanoe and indirection*

3» S fcaiiniffts In thaif mid-twenties * Due to the particular oo n«*

figuration of the "3B8L, this group is of legitimate oonoern for us. Wh le

some of theae are obviously no di£fe ent than hard»-oore Stalinists who will

remain in the GP under ± all circumstances, there are others who are essentially

radical* • H ot only are they radicals, but they are highly intelligent,

highly trained politicals, and even at times have a degree of Marxist

training* We must not consider all of these of the damned, and consign

them to°the outer darkness* We have in the past won such people away from

the Stalinists - and provided ourselves with some of our competent leaders

and aotlvlsts* Similar people, although probably fewer, still remain with the

Stafclnist movement* We mu3t orient toward them, must utilize every avenue to

into touch with them*

It Is of great importance to stress here that we must no take the stance

toward the Stalinist movement of " left-critics", i.e., of identifying the

Stalinist movement as a "right-wing", albeit Socialist tendency. First of all,

this is not our political positions secondly, and practically, a "left-critic"

stance accomplishes nothing in terms of the Stalinist movement because it

fails to dis ing"l h us from the Stalinoid groups, many of "»hom act as left

critics and makes it impossible to raise any sharp, real, questions (e*g», the

class nature of Russian society) - the only ones which will stimulate the

kind of results which we desire to see within the Stalinist movement* In terms

of creating internal pressures, as much *• Indeed more - can be done by our urging

naive liters to carry out their objections and protestations within the LYL

(especially to the point of trying to organize factions) - all of the while

stressing our political analysis and telling them that we do not believe it is

possible ¥o reform the X/XL, but that, if we cannot convince them of this, we

are " willing" to them try to push for their demands* At this juncture

any discussion and dissension, amxifflittjreocxgsqs of almost any trend, is, within

the Stalinist movement very significant because axxfataa it does open up the

possibilities mentioned above.

Debates and Forums*
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to confront the Stalinists in terms of public debates

on crucial issues* (various facets of current Stalinist politics) whenever and

wherever possible* Public debates or forums on questions such as the .American

Road to Socialism", eto., should generally be avoided because it gives to the

Stalinists that oloaft of legitimacy which they are so desparately searching lor

todayt although it has been our experience that the Stalinist are not willing
.

_

to debate us, a great deal of pressure -can be exerted upon the LJL thru constant

contact with their ranfo-and -file membfrs - thus forcing the LYL leadership

(e.g., Hew lork) to consent to "discuss" the possibility of a debate*

In any case an excellent opportunity is Opened for either directly confronting

the Stalinists (the most desirable alternative), or of exposing them as un~

willing to have their views publicly challenged. It goes without saying, that

where meetings are organized which do not conform to the desirable conditions

set out above, we will atton ourselves considerable leeway to deal with each

concrete proposal as they arise*

b. United fronts* Our position here *«x wnal^^ ~5 ^«L Z
Vfhat needs to be added Is a caution that the ability of the ota^nists to

dissemble themselves and the softeness of their current line gives rise to *ix*

Illusions among liberal students about the possibility of working vitn

St&I Inlets.
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